
Macroeconomics – Lecture Notes 

Lecture 1: Overview of Macroeconomic Issues, Debates, Controversies 

➢ One needs to appreciate how macroeconomic debates and ideas were borne out of the 

contemporaneous economic environment 

➢ Great Depression; Stagflation in the 1970s; Financial Crisis of the 2000s  

➢ Over the past 20-30 years, there has been a definite trend of governments giving up 

discretion, and setting more rules; new fiscal & monetary frameworks 

➢ What are the benefits of rules over discretion? Debate.  

➢ Has it been successful? Debate. 

➢ Economics of Constrained Discretion; Golden Rule; Sustainable Investment Rule; 

Intergenerational Fairness; Gottfries Chapter 17  

➢ New Classical School which developed in the late 70s and 80s  (i) markets clear 

continuously, (ii) economic agents rational and forward-looking 

➢ Rational Expectations!  

➢ See Kydland & Prescott; Barro & Gordon  Inflation Bias models 

➢ Big developments toward independent monetary policy 

➢ Monetary surprises needed  Policy invariance result 

➢ Post-WWII Consensus (mid-40s – early 70s)  neoclassical synthesis 

➢ Key issue was mass unemployment after GD  how do we explain it? 

➢ SR: Keynesianism; IS-LM Model  

➢ LR: Neoclassical (Solow; Ramsey); Classical Dichotomy 

➢ This consensus was breaking down towards the end of the 1960s 

➢ Rise of monetarist and New Classical schools 

➢ Monetarism: Friedman; Long-run money neutrality; Expectations-Augmented Philips 

Curve; Accelerationist Hypothesis  

➢ All this led to Real Business Cycle Models and DSGE Models of 1980s  

➢ Actually, it is potential output that is fluctuating; Bringing SR&LR into one 

➢ Propagation of impulses over time! 

➢ The New Keynesian Response  

➢ Emphasized the importance of market imperfections and frictions 

➢ For price adjustment: menu costs; monopolistic competition; nominal and real 

wage rigidity; union bargaining; efficiency wage theories  

➢ Capital Market Imperfections: informational asymmetries; financial accelerator 

➢ Hysteresis: Long-term consequences of temporary shocks to the economy; think about 

the labor market  human capital depreciating! 

➢ The Post-Keynesian Response 

➢ Demands are constrained; spillovers between markets exists  

➢ Need to understand demand and supply shocks in the context of their time 

➢ Treat models with caution – non-ergodic processes – depend on starting point  

➢ Critique of rational expectations – too strong; people are not right on average 

➢ Downward Causation: Paradox of Thrift; Paradox of Debt 

➢ Micro-foundations are fine, but are there any “top-down” social/network effects that 

DSGE models ignore??? Probably. 

 



➢ The New Consensus  New Neoclassical  

➢ Rational forward looking economic agents; market imperfections; LR&SR together 

➢ DSGE Models: dynamic (over time); stochastic (frequent random shocks); bottom-up 

approach; general equilibrium 

➢ A final key trend has been the move toward constraining policy discretion: both monetary 

and fiscal! 

➢ Central Bank Independence! Why? 

➢ Fiscal Frameworks! Why? What are they? UK? EU?  

➢ Financial Accelerator: there may be credit cycles caused by informational asymmetries in 

the assessment or risk  financial system can exacerbate the business cycle 

➢ Ratio of national income to potential GDP may be a signal 

➢ Financial Crowding Out: Higher Government Borrowing  Higher Interest Rates  

“crowds out” investment (and consumption, maybe) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 2: Inflation Bias 

➢ What is the case for rules as opposed to discretion? 

➢ Imposing credibility on political behavior  Time-consistency  

➢ Time Lags  Inside & Outside Lags!!! 

➢ Rude inflationary expectations 

➢ Create a stable environment for investment and economic growth 

➢ Key Models: Kydland & Prescott; Barro & Gordon  

➢ What is the case for discretion as opposed to rules?  

➢ Rules can cause greater fluctuations in interest rates 

➢ Which rule/target to choose? Rules and targets may conflict! 

➢ Fine-tuning can be improved by better forecasting and quicker action 

➢ Big Question: How has central bank independence changed since the financial crisis? 

➢ Constrained Discretion in the UK 

➢ New Labor: Code for Fiscal Stability (1998); Golden Rule; Sustainable Investment 

Rule 

➢ Coalition Government: Charter for Budget Responsibility; Fiscal mandate; target for 

public-sector net debt 

➢ Monetary Policy: 2% CPI inflation target set by gov’t; MPC adjusts interest rates; 1 

year lag with output, 2 year lag with inflation; transparency; expectations; forward 

guidance! 

➢ Issues with inflation targets: choice of target; who sets it; changing the target; managing 

the target; always having to consider inflation forecasts 

➢ In-depth study of the Kydland & Prescott Inflation Bias Framework!  

➢ Factors Influencing Inflation Bias: SR tradeoff between inflation and unemployment; 

benefit of surprise inflation; temptation vs. enforcement (B&G); discounting the future 

➢ Recent UK Experiences 

➢ Informal inflation targeting began in 1992 

➢ 1997 – BoE granted instrument independence; no goal independence 

➢ Forward Guidance – taking unemployment and amount of slack into account! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 3: Scale of Public Expenditure  

➢ Big Idea: Problem of very strict rules is that you try to keep in line with the objective, but 

lose sight of the overall picture; need to consider economy as a whole! 

➢ Public Sector: (i) General gov’t – central & local; (ii) Public corporations 

➢ Current Expenditures: (i) Current Inputs – purchases in production; wages; (ii) Current 

Transfers – grants subsidies, welfare 

➢ Capital Expenditures: provide LR benefits; investment; capital transfers; rules have 

generally tried to protect these expenditures from being cut 

➢ NB: UK Public Sector Spending ~41.5% of GDP; 38% is current expenditure; only 1.5% 

is net investment (capital expenditure)  

➢ Public sector spending has increased dramatically since 1900 – 15% to 42%!  Upward 

Displacements as a result of WWI & WWII; peaked in 1970s 

➢ Wagner’s Law: accounts for the increase in public spending  industrialization – need for 

more regulation, new services, both financial & public; high YED of public sector goods!  

➢ So, as income increases, demand for these goods increases by more, and so spending 

on them increases as a proportion of GDP 

➢ Peacock & Wiseman (1960s)  representative voter has a sense of the “tolerable” tax 

burden, which is formed by social conscience and habit formation 

➢ See Ratchet Effect discussion! 

➢ Baumol’s Law: “Unbalanced Growth” in a 2-sector model! (public and private sectors!) 

➢ Unit cost increases in “less progressive” sector (i.e. public)  more resources needed 

to be devoted to it  spending increases as a % of GDP; depends on YED as well 

➢ Transfers: about 1/3 of public spending is transfers (both current and capital) 

➢ Welfare State in UK; state-contingent benefits; social security payments 

➢ Importance of pressure groups (see cost diffusion argument) 

➢  See political model from Hindriks & Myles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 4: Public Finances and Deficit Bias 

➢ What are the Key Debates in Macro? 

➢ How do markets work? How quickly do they adjust? Frictions?  

➢ Nature of Aggregate Supply Curve? Is the LRAS always vertical? 

➢ Expectations – how are they formed? Rational? Price vs. output expectations? 

➢ Role of government and importance of budget deficit? Fiscal austerity? 

➢ Transition Mechanisms? What determines investment?  

➢ Public Sector Expenditure: (i) Transfers – social benefits (ii) Debt Interest Payments; (iii) 

Final Expenditure – Gov’t Consumption (Current Expenditure), Gross Investment 

➢ Big Question: How have the rules of fiscal policy been shaped by the economics of public 

finance 

➢ Budget Surplus (or Balance) Line – relates impact of budget balance on the economy 

➢ Budget Surplus = Net Taxation (Taxes – Transfers) – gov’t spending – interest on debt  

➢ Structural Balance – tries to strip out the effect of the business cycle on the economy! 

➢ The Budget Surplus line relays the cyclical relationship between public finances and the 

health of the economy 

➢ Slope of BS line – degree of effectiveness of automatic stabilizers! 

➢ A tighter fiscal stance implies an upward shift in BS line  lower gov’t expenditure 

➢ Less effective automatic stabilization  rotation outward of BS line! 

➢ Budget Balance is made up of structural (balance at zero output gap) and cyclical 

balances 

➢ When you have a structural deficit  deficit even when operating at optimal output! 

➢ Taxes cuts cause the budget surplus line to rotate downwards  budget balance worsens 

in the SR; Structural deficit may also be expected to increase! 

➢ However, strong supply-side effects could see the structural deficit fall! 

➢ Primary Surplus  budget surplus after excluding debt interest payments  measures 

whether today’s government expenditure plans can be afforded! 

➢ Crucial for determining sustainability of public finances! 

➢ The primary surplus (PS) line is above the BS line! 

➢ Health of balance sheet can have a significant effect on the economy 

➢ Deterioration  buffer stock (precautionary) savings 

➢ Healthy Balance Sheet  relaxing credit constraints  over-exuberance?? 

➢ Current Budget Balance – makes distinction between current and capital expenditures! 

➢ Measures whether current expenditures can be afforded  prudence & fairness 

➢ Current Budget Balance = current expenditures less receipts! 

➢ Simple model for debt evolution and sustainable debt 

➢ Key is the primary surplus! 

➢ To sustain a debt/GDP ratio, larger PS needed for higher existing debt stock and/or 

higher real interest rate!  

➢ Smaller PS needed the higher the real GDP growth rate! 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 5: Money and Goods Markets: Introduction to the IS/MP and ADI/ASI Models 

➢ Financial Accelerator (New Keynesian Concept; Ben Bernanke) 

➢ Asymmetries in information between borrowers and lenders in assessing the riskiness 

of their lending; Simple Signal: Real GDP/Potential GDP 

➢ Incomplete financial/credit markets  interest on savings & borrowing not equal! 

➢ The smaller the gap  lower the external finance premium  banks lend more 

➢ If flows of lending and the price of borrowing are cyclical  this presents a further 

way of exacerbating business cycle fluctuations 

➢ Balance Sheet Recession  Fragility of balance sheets causes financial distress  

deleveraging; savings increase; debt minimization 

➢ This type of recession is initiated by the deterioration of private sector balance sheet  

➢ Net Worth: summation of the stocks of financial assets + stock of accumulated savings – 

financial liabilities (debt) 

➢ Debt can be unsecured or secured debt 

➢ Buffer Stock (Precautionary) Savings 

➢ Uncertainty  higher buffer stock; affected by macroeconomic climate 

➢ How does this contradict the intertemporal budget constraint? Consumption 

Smoothing?  

➢ The IS/MP Model (see Romer) 

➢ MP curve shows the real interest rate necessary for a given output level to maintain a 

constant inflation rate 

➢ MP curve gets steeper as the level of national income increases  inflationary 

pressures increase more and more  

➢ Slope of the MP may reflect: degree of slack in the economy; objective function of 

policymakers! 

➢ The ADI/ASI Model (similar to DAD/DAS – see Mankiw) 

➢ AD & AS plotted against inflation 

➢ ADI Curve: Why downward-sloping? What determines the slope?  

➢ Higher inflation  CB increases NIR  Increase in RIR  Investment falls 

➢  Slope of ADI reflects how quickly CB will adjust IRs to get back to 𝜋 ∗ 

➢ Working with the IS/MP Model 

➢ What shifts the two curves? What effect does that have on AD?  

➢ NB: Emphasize difference between CB reaction and shift in monetary stance  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 6: Taylor Rules, Financialization and the Financial Accelerator 

➢ NB: Think in terms of context and application  balance the two; evaluate 

➢ Slope of ADI curve  depends on CB remit  pace at which CB wants inflation to return 

to target & impact of IRs on the economy 

➢ Stricter inflation targeter  flatter ADI curve; a steeper ADI curve  Taylor rule 

gives higher weight to stable output! 

➢ Responses within ADI/ASI Framework (assuming an inflation target 𝜋∗ 

➢ Increase in Aggregate Demand  CB tightens monetary stance  ADI shifts back to 

original position  NB: composition of output and RIR now different! 

➢ Change in Aggregate Supply – temporary or permanent? 

➢ Temporary  best response to do nothing; short displacement from natural level, 

but economy adjusts by itself to inflation target 

➢ Permanent increase in ASI  lower inflation  CB cuts target RIR  ADI shifts 

to the right  output expands, but we are at the inflation target 

➢ Applications of the ADI-ASI & IS-MP Frameworks  

➢ The sustainable real interest rate is the one that brings the loan market into equilibrium 

when the economy is at the natural level of output; may change over time! 

➢ Modelling Financial Instability 

➢ Our everyday lives are becoming more and more dependent on the financial system  

growth in bank balance sheets; increased indebtedness of the private sector 

➢ The Financial Accelerator – New-Keynesian  

➢ A process by which the credit market can amplify the business cycle 

➢ “Tries to capture the endogeneity of the behavior of the financial system on the 

state of the economy”  

➢ Romer models credit market disruptions with an interest rate differential between 

saving and borrowing interest rates! 

➢ Keynesian Cross with Interest Rate Differential  lower than KC with no 

differential and steeper than it  

➢ IS Curve with IR differential  lower than without differential and flatter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lecture 7: Financial Instability, Credit Cycles and Housing 

➢ Can debt and credit affect the business cycle? How exactly? What channels? 

➢ Buffer stock savings: 

➢ A way to think about consumption: depends on (i) impatience and (ii) prudence 

➢ Excess sensitivity of consumption to changes in income  

➢ When prudence > impatience effect  increase buffer stock savings 

➢ Financialization: increase dependence of economy on financial system 

➢ Measurement: financial services sector/GDP; non-bank private sector debt 

➢ Does it really matter for macroeconomics? It really does! 

➢ Why might debt matter? 

➢ Higher debt  balance sheet congestion  financial fragility  

➢ Leverage! 

➢ Higher debt servicing costs have a big effect on consumption  

➢ Again, think about the sensitivity of consumption w.r.t. income  

➢ Mortgage debt is placing an increasing burden on households, especially in UK 

➢ Mechanisms by which credit availability is pro-cyclical 

➢ Asset prices and collateral effects; debt ceilings as f-n of collateral values 

➢ Financial speculation and (ir)rational exuberance (see Minsky) 

➢ Financial Instability Hypothesis 

➢ Financial cycle important cause of BCs; pro-cyclical debt accumulation 

➢ Success breeds excess breeds failure! Importance of psychology! 

➢ Hedge  Speculative  Ponzi finance 

➢ Balance Sheet deterioration: tranquility  fragility  bust! 

➢ Basic cycle complemented by a super cycle  thwarting institutions 

➢ Standard economic theory posits forward-looking consumers who practice inter-temporal 

optimization  how realistic is this? What are the constraints to such behavior? 

➢ Access to credit/liquidity – endogenous to state of the economy 

➢ Uncertainty – precautionary savings 

➢ Balance sheet effects; collateral effects 

➢ Financial liabilities of UK household sector  rose from 105% to 146% of disposable 

income between 1997-2013! Much higher indebtedness! 

➢ Housing Equity: difference between value of property and any outstanding mortgage on 

that property 

➢ The relationship between housing prices and spending is controversial! 

➢ Collateral effects  Housing Equity Withdrawal (HEW) 

➢ We can think of housing as precautionary savings; part of the buffer stock 

➢ Changes in house prices may lead to balance sheet adjustments! 

➢ Some terminology: 

➢ Net secured lending: gross lending less repayments; new mortgage debt! 

➢ Housing investment  usually new houses built but also major improvements 

➢ Housing Equity Withdrawal: Net Secured Lending less housing investment 

 

 

 



➢ Data: 

➢ Household and PNFCs had MFI liabilities 2.5x greater in 2014 than share in 1970s 

➢ Mortgage Advance to Income Ratios have grown a lot since the 1980s! 

➢ Annual net lending to households went from £176bn to £25bn post-crisis!!! 

➢ Positive HEW: 2003Q1-2007Q4; Negative HEW: 2008Q2-2014Q3 

➢ There has been some negative correlation between HEW as a % of disposable 

income and the savings ratio over the past 25 years!  

➢ The relationship between HEW and consumption is uncertain, at best! 
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